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Over the lest two decades, calorimetry baaed on organic ecintiUatore has devel-
oped into aJIexcellent technology for many experimental situations in high energy
physics. ‘I’be primary difficulty, that of extracting the light signals, has benefited
from two milestone innovations. The fust was the use of Wavelength-shitilng bare
to allow light to be etliciently collected from large areas of ecintillator and then
readily piped to a readout device. The second of these was the extension of this ap-
proach to plastic wavekngth-ehifthg optical fibers whose great flexibili~ and small
diameter allowed a minimum of detector volume to be compromised by the read-
out. These two innovations coupled with inventiveness have produced many varied
and successful calorimeters. Equal response to both hadronic and electromagnetic
showers can be realised in acintillator-baaed calorimeters. Howaver, in general this
is not the case and it is likely that in the search for greater performance, in the
i%ture, combined tracking and calorimeter systems will be required.

1 Performance and goals

The subject of this presentation is the role of acintillator-basedcalorimeters
in high energy physics. As such however, it is appropriate to iirst review
the reasons why calorimeters are used in HEP experiments as well as the
advantages and disadvantagesof such calorimeters.

The name calorimeter derivesfrom the association with the measurement
of heat released in a body, for example from a chemical reaction. In particle
physics measurements,we associatethis by equivalencewith the measurement
of energg carried by the hadrons, photona and electrons produced in the colli-
sions between various high energy particles. The experimentsmay be colliding
beams or fixed target in which the target system is typically a nucleus and is
at rest in the laboratory.

The most important feature of a calorimeter in such experiments ia that
it messures the energy of all interacting particles. This is particularly useful
at high energies where track densities are high and as a result even a fine-
granularitytracking system may exhibit inetlkiency. A second important fea-
ture is the opportunity to cover a large fraction of the kinematicregion. If this
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ia sufficientlycomplete, by energy and momentum conservation, it is possible
to infer the existence of neutrinos in the final state. In addition, combmed
even with coarse-grained geometrical resolution, a calorimeter can provide a
simple and fast trigger for the experiment. As a result of these advantages,
calorimeters are found in many high energy physics experiments. They are
usually (though not always) sampliig calorimetersin whkh layersof absorber
are interspersedwith a detector medium. In the case of the detector medium
being scintillator, the energy measurementis through the measurementof the
amountof scintillationlightemittedcorrespondingto the energylossof charged
particlesthrough the medium

1.1 Scintillator Calorimeters:good vs bad jeatwes

Siice calorimeterstend to be large objects, cost ia a serious concern and one
of the principal potential advantages of scintillator calorimeters is low coat.
Another important advantage is speed since the intrinsic signal responsetime
is measured in tens of nanoseconds. With sticiently fie sampling fhquency
good energy resolution may be obtained. The last important feature of scin-
tillator calorimeterswhich relateato its physics performance ia compensation.
This referato the equaMy of response of the calorimeter to both hadron and
ekctromangnetic energy. In general, these need not be the same. However,
acintillator with its sensitivity to low energy neutrons naturally provides a
mechanismby such equaMy may be realisedby the use of a suitable absorber
material(e.g. depleted uraniumor lead). Ftily, the detector is mostly passive
(simply absorber plates and plastic) and generally does not place too extreme
demands on the environment in which it sits.

There are, however, some disadvantageswith scintillatorcalorimetersthat
must be accommodatedby suitablecompromisesin the design of a detector sys-
tem. The ikst, and most important of these is the dead space associated with
the light pipes, readout bars or fibersneeded to extract the light horn the scin-
tillator and couple it to the photon detectors. This problem is exacerbated by
the need for longitudti and transversesegmentationof the calorimeter,which
is requiredfor identificationof photons and electrons and for the measurement
of the direction of the energy flow. Large uninatrumentedspaces cause energy
to missed (down the cracks) and hence compromise the energy measurement.
A contributing problem ia the intrin&cinhomeogeneity of Scintillatorreadout.
Thk ariseseither from the light attenuation as it propogatea along a scintil-
Iator sheet or as it wends its way to the photon detector through wavelength
shifting (WLS) fibers or bars. Thk can be improved by use of fine grained
readout, however, at a cost of having more regions in whkh energy may be
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lost. A final issue is to have sufEcientstructure to support the calorimeter,
which may weigh aa much as a thousand tons. Optimisation of the structural
supports with the readout elementsto minimally degrade the performance of
the detector ia in general the b~eat challengeassociated with the design of a
scintillatorcalorimeter.

2 Getting the light out

In the early daya of scintillatorcalorimetry,the scintillationlight was directly
coupled from the sheetsof scintillatorvia lightguidesto the photon detector, as
shown schematicallyin figure 1. Although this geometry is acceptable for some
fixed target applications it has some seriousdrawbacks: it is difkdt to reaIiie
good transversesegmentatio~ it is expensive in terms of area of photon detec-
tor to extract the light eflkiently; it ia difficultto provide large kinematic cov-
erag~ it is Micult to minimiie gaps in which energymay be lost. It is also very
diflicult to conceive of a good implementation in a colliding-beam

The fundamentalsolu-
tion to this problem ar-

Sclntllbator/Absorber
Plate Sandwich

rivedwith the wavelength- /

geometry.

shif!ing approach to scin-
tillation lightreadout, shown
schematically in figyre 2a. F-k” /1 I

‘~!3cinti11ationlight is emit-
ted in the plastic following
passage of a charged par-
ticle and propagates along
the sheet by total internal
reflection until it exits and
is absorbed, with some ef-
ficiency, in a second plas- Figure1: Scintillator stack readout using a plexiglass

tic sheet. This sheet has ‘i@@ide @ematicl-
been doped with a wave
length shifter dye which absorbs the scintillation light and re-emits it at a
longer wavelength after a short decay time. The wavelengthshifted light then
propagates along the wavelengthshiftersheet by internalreflection to the pho-
ton detectorl. Although approximately 90% of the signal is lost at each shifter
atage, the net effect is to allow collection of light signals fkom a large surface
of scintillatorwhile still allowing the readout to be accomplished using a pho-
ton detector with modest surface area2. This concept was first raised in the
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Figure 2: a) Scintillator stack readout using a wavelength shifter plate; b) readout using
wavelength shiftiig fiber (schematic).

literature in the early 1950’s3’4 and many of the suitable geometries for the
waveshifterwere enumeratedover two decages ago 6. However, it was not until
the early days of the Fermilab fixed target program that this approach wss
put into effect in a high energy physics experiment. It is also remarkableto
note that one of the first experimentsto use this technology was by no means
a small scale eflort. It was adopted for a second run of CCFR 6, in which
liquid scintillator panels loft by 10ft in area were readout using waveshifter
bars. This greatly improved the homogeneity and acceptance of the exper-
iment over its initial configuration using direct-coupled lightguides7. This
signalledthe start of a new era in calorimetry. In a short period of time many
geometries appeared in development and in high energy physics experiments,
for example:WLS bars cutting diagonally across scintillatorplates“g; double
waveshifterplate readout10and waveshifterfigers running between scintilla-
tors plate311.

3 The melding of scintillator, absorber and supports

A key dilemmafaced by experimentdesignersisto providethe structureneeded
to support the calorimeter with a minimum of interferencewith the readout
and minimumdead space. Thk isparticularlydiflkdt for detectors at colliding
beam experiments. The CDF central calorimeter provides a good illustration
of the issuesfor the case of WLS plate readout 12. The detector is constructed
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in wedges with the bulk of the load being carried by thick end plates. This
allows space between the wedges in which to place the readout WLS plates.
A complicated geometry of wavelength shifter plates and light guides is used
to couple light fkom the scintillator tiles to phototubes whilst ensuring that
the tubes themselves see no direct Cerenkov light. This was a reasonable
solutionat the time, but has the drawbackthat the wedge designwith waveshift
plate readout requires large gaps between the wedges of the detector with a
corresponding 10SSof detection uniformity and signal.

This situation can be
improvedsomewhat by very
careful engineering design.
However, it was not until
the advent of an improved
readout technology, WLS
fibers, that significant im-
provementin amount of in-
strumented volume could
be achieved. Their use
as a replacement for WLS
sheets is shown schemati-
cally in figure 2b. They
areflexibleand allow many
typea of inventive routing

13 the bend ra-geometries (
dhw must only be kept
larger than about 4cm).
The routing used for the
ATLAS tile calorimeter il-
lustrates this quite mar-
velously14. They can even
go through the scintillator
tiles 15, which innovation
introduced an entirely new

Tile - Fiber Calorhneter
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Figure 3 Schematic of fiber readout and routing for the
CDF Endplug calorimeter.

concept in scintillatorcalorimetry16. One important feature of fiber readout is
that fibers can be routed around and between absorber supports with little loss
of signal transmissionefficiency. As a result, the uninstrumentedareas can be
kept to an absolute minimum. This invitedthe concept of a “Roman Arch” de
sign of calorimeter in which the entirestructure is a number of self supporting
wedges and in which there is in principal no uninstrumenteddetector region.
This waspart of the designbasisof the novel design of tile calorimeterproposed
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by Gildemeisterwhich is now realiied in the barrel hadron tile calorimeterfor
the ATLAS detector 14 at the Large Hadron Collider. It was also the basis of
a design proposed by Foster and collaborators17 which ia now being realiied
(albeit in a somwhat difTerentfaehion) in the barrel hadron calorimeterfor the
CMS experimentls.

The second feature of fibers also reflectstheir flexibility. However, in this
case it is their abtilty to essentiallysurroundthe edge of a acintillatortile with
a readout fiber. A good example of this approach is the upgraded endplug
calorimeterlg for the CDF detector as shown schematicallyin figure 3. Here,
the fibers are glued into grooves cut into the scintillatortiles to maxirniielight
yield and uniformity. Splicing of clear fibers to the WLS also allowed routing
of the signals to the photon detectors whkh are several meters distant from
the scintillatortiles.

These developments signaled the start of a revitalisation of acintillator
calorimetersand development of devices whose maes might total as much as
1000tons, whilst the uninstrumentedgaps areas small ss 0.5% of the geomet-
rical acceptance.

4 Compensation

Compensation, the equality of calorimeter iesponae to electromagnetic and
hadronic energy deposition, is a potential side bene& of scintillatorcalorime-
ters. This property is not’ an intrimdc property of calorimeters in general.
In particular, binding energy loss accounts for a large fkction of deposited
MOniC energy 20@. If this 10SS is not compensated then it ia immediatelyre
fleeted in a difference in responsescale between hadronic and electromagnetic
showers. In addition, fluctuations in binding energy are large and as a result
contribute significantlyto the generally poor resolution of hadronic showers.

It has long been recognisec?2that the sensitivity of plastic scintillator
to neutrons through n-p scattering offers a possibility of compensating these
fluctuations which are correlated with neutron production in the breakup of
excited nuclei. The processes involved and their effect on the performance
of hadron calorimeters are discussed in detail in reference [20] and reference
[23]. Pioneering experiments24 demonstrated this correlation and the results
obtained were a deciding factor in the choice of uraniumfor the absorber to be
used in the Axial Field Spectrometer22. ThM experiment was the first com-
pensating calorimeter and demonstrated a hadronic resolution of 34%, which
is close to the best ever obtained. Beam tests26 and calculations20’26of te&
calorimetershave shown that such compensationcan also be obtained in a lead
scintillator calorimeter where the produced neutron flux again reflects blnd-
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ing energy losses. This experimental data and calculations also illustrate the
one major drawback in selecting a compensating calorimeter,namely that the
electromagnetic resolution ia forced to be much poorer than can be achieved
by a different choice of calorimeter optimiiation.

Although other techniques exist by which the response to both hadronic
and electromagnetic energy may be made equal, no other approach haa been
found which is capable of compensatingfor fluctuationsin binding energy losses
and which therefore achievesthe beat possible resolution for hadron showers.

5 The Details

Up until now in this review on scintillatorcalorimeters,we have not addressed
the technical details associated with the realization of good calorimeter per-
formance. In this section we will focus on issues associated with the optical
performance of the scintillator only light yield, light collection uniformity
and the useful lifetime of the calorimeter. The details of the photon sensor
will not be discussed. Typically this ia a photomuhiplier tube with a hi-alkali
photocathode whose quantum efficiency is the range of 10-2070for blue-green
light.

5.1 Light Yield

Light yield is the starting point in the design of any scintillator calorimeter.
Fwstly, a design resolution based on the physics requirementsfor the processes
to be studied must be aeIectedand a suitable sampling frequency determined
(for some discussion see references [27,28]). The light yield must be sufficient
to minimally degrade this through photo-electron statistics: for a sampliig
resolution of 5Y0/m (corresponding to a high performance electromagnetic
calorimeter), roughly 2000 photcxhxtrona/GeV are required, whereas if a res-
olution of only 50Y0/@ ia required (corresponding to a good perfiomance
hadron calorimeter) a light yield of only 20 phot&electrona/GeV is sufficient.

A representive discus-
sion of the light budget
ia given in reference [6].
Light is lost in coupling ml 1
eflkiency between primary
and secondary fluors, by mu 1 lIn
attenuation due to pro
pogation though the scin-
tillator material, in the F@s 4: Typkal scintillator refkctivs mask.

capture eflkiency between
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the scintillator light and the wavelength shifter , attenuation in wavelength
shifter sheets/bars/fibers and finally by the quantum efficiency of the ph~
tomultiplier tube. Light yielda in the region of 100-150 (20-50) phot~
electrons/GeV are reasonably strainghtforwardto achieve for electromagnetic
(hadronic) calorimeters12$11)14’lg. However, it is challenging to achieve very
high light yields. The PHENIX collaboration 16have obtained a light yield of
1500 photo-electroncs/GeV for an electromagnetic calorimeterusing a combi-
nation of tie sampling and dense WLS fiber readout.

5.2 Light Collection Uniformi@

Both resolution and lii-
earity can be impacted by
non-uniformity in the light I 1 s , , 1
collection system. This is
best discuswxl in the con-
text of a simple detector
model of layers of scintil-
lator interspersedwith ab-
sorber and readout out by
a continuous sheet of wa~
len.gbhshift plates such as

100

c= Light Output
E-1.0

\

A= Atten. Length

●-O.B6

ia illustrated-schematically
in figure 2a. Within the
scintillator sheet, light ia :-
attenuated with light emit= Iwo IOe4 1990 1W6 m aoo6
ted closer b the wave-
length shifter plate being

CalendarYear

attenuated more strongly
than light emitted far from Figure5: Scintillator light output and attenuation length

the readout sheet. Such esa functionof calendaryearfortheCDFexperiment.

non-uniformity would re-
quire large position dependent corrections to the signal or a poor resolution
would result. Experimentaliatshave implemented the technique of killiig off
the near light using reflectivemasksas shown in figure 4. These are tuned to
give an attenuation along the tile that can be described approximately by a
single attenuation length. If th~ is long compared to the length of the tile,
then by summing the signalsfrom readout sheets on each side, one obtains a
signal which is approximately independent of the position. Any residualnon-
uniformity may then be corrected using a position map (e.g. as is described
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in reference30). Such masking is a prerequiske for all modern scintillator
calorimeters.

Attenuation of the light signal as it passes along the wavelength shifter
plate is another potential source of non-uniformity. In this case the signals
from diflerent layers within the stack are affected and the most important
potential efIect is in non-linearity 56 a function of particle energy through the
energy dependence of the longitudinal shower profile. This effect can also be
improved by a form of masking

Ftily, it is appropriate to raise some of the construction issues associ-
ated with the differencesbetween readout using wavelengthshiftiig sheetsand
wavelength shifthg fibers as they relate to light collection uniformity. In the
first case we have a relatively small number of elementswhich can be mapped
and tuned to achieve uniformity. In the second, there are potentially hundreds
of thousandaof readout elementswhich must be uniform in their collective r~
sponse on the order of 10%32. This latter case has a significantcost and effort
impact associated with the quality control required to achieve the necessary
component performance.

5.3 Detector useful lifetime

Scintillatorcalorimeters ‘age”
by loss of light with time.
This 10SScan arisethrough Photon + Jet P, Baloncing in CDF Data

lossof scintillatormolecules , l)pk=lWFJaRe84Mm&nx
OIbrfwwydy

in the plastic which re- .$22 A New WFk&orihn Uti~?hdh&
suits in a reduction in z

tiftme~andShOwrMu Deuaars

the intrinsic light output, ~ 20:
or cracks or crszing of ~%18
scintillatorand wavelength ~ ,~ :
shifter plates/fiber causing ~ ,A :-
an increasein liit attenu-
ation. These effects can be u :
considered “natural” aging
in the sense that they oc- 1 1 ! ! , I ,

20253035404550 55( )

cur whetherthe detector is Photon P, (GeV)

operational or not. The
CDF calorimeter has been FiwreG: Jetresolutionfor the CDFce~~ @Oriem~r
operational for more than for the caae of energyclusteringalonecomparedto the

resolutionwhenthecalorimeterenergyis combinedwith
a decade =d h= a good tr~lng information.

measurement of ageing 33
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as shown in figure 5. ThhIdeterioration in conjunction with the requirements
on the resolution of the calorimeterand its initial light yield corresponds to a
useful lifetime of the detector of about 30yrs. In addition, damage may occur
by the ionisation energy whkh the scintillator is detecting. This phenomenon
was studied in great depth for experimentsto be conducted at the SSC31. In
the somewhat more benign environment of a hadron calorimeter for the LHC
this is not considered to be a serious problem 14

6 The Future

It is from presently operational calorimeters, as well as those that are being
designed and under construction for fiture experimentsthat most can learned
about the detailsof scintillatorcalorimetry. Severalhavebeen used as examples
to illustrateparticularaspectsof scintillatorcalorimetry. However,in this short
presentation it is impossible to do justice to the many innovative approaches
which have been developed.

In future experiments it is dso apparent that the performance of any
calorimeter will be challengedto meet physics requirements. One particularly
significant area is in jet energy reconstruction, as will be necessary for jet-
jet mass reconstruction at the Fermilab Tevatron. In this case, studies based
on Run 1 data 34 indicate that a substantial improvement may be obtained
by combining information from tracking with that from the calorimeter cells
(figure 6). In the future, such approaches are likely to form a central feature
of optimizing calorimetersinto a holistic detector system.
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